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Abstract

Identifying the underlying driver of credit cycles is crucial for macroprudential

regulation. We show in a macro-finance model that investor sentiments lead to

excessive asset price movements, which generate credit booms that result in sharp

reversals. Motivated by this model, we decompose fluctuations in stock prices into

fundamental and noise shocks and estimate the impulse responses of credit to those

shocks. Both shocks lead to a credit expansion, but only a noise shock results in a

reversal if the anticipated shock fails to realize. We identify a novel debt overhang

channel as important for the propagation of noise shocks.
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1 Introduction

Credit growth is a widespread but imperfect indicator of the actual risks in the financial

system. A popular narrative is that credit is susceptible to non-fundamental increases in

asset prices, allowing credit to grow beyond its long-term average. Classic examples are

the credit boom in Japan during the 1980s, the one in the telecommunications sector in

the US in the late 1990s or the mortgage credit booms in the pre-2008 in countries such

as US, Ireland, Spain, and Denmark.1

However, several examples in the recent past deviate from this rule. There could be

systemic risks mounting but without an unsustainable rise in credit, similar to the German

banking system prior to 2008. More recently, between mid 2020 and early 2022, there

has been a sharp asset price inflation in equity and bond markets in the US and the UK,

but without a stark growth in credit.2 One can also have a notable increase in corporate

credit but without a substantial build-up of systemic risks, like in the case of the United

States during the 1980s or China during the 2010s.

This paper theoretically and empirically investigates how non-fundamental shocks can

lead to boom-bust cycles. We present a macroeconomic model of credit demand-driven

boom-bust cycles. Agents in the model receive a noisy signal about future productivity.

We call a signal that turns out to be correct a news shock and a signal that turns out to

be incorrect a noise shock. In the model, the leverage of firms and financial intermediaries

is endogenous. The key novel element in the model is defaultable long-term debt, which

is a realistic assumption, given that most debt of US firms is long-term. Such debt

leads to persistent leverage dynamics that can endogenously generate boom-bust cycles

in response to noise shocks. Next, we empirically investigate how noise shocks affect

credit and the real economy. In line with the model’s predictions, news and noise shocks

lead to credit booms; however, only noise shocks lead to busts. Thus, credit growth is

only an imperfect indicator of the actual risks in the financial system.

The theoretical model makes two predictions, which work through a novel debt overhang

channel. First, news and noise shocks lead to a boom in credit and the real economy.

Credit demand drives this credit boom. In response to higher expected future produc-

tivity, firms invest more. Also, future default risk falls, which reduces credit spreads.

Consequently, firms issue more debt. Endogenous credit supply amplifies the credit boom

because the fall in credit spreads increases the net worth of financial intermediaries, which

1. Kaplan, Mitman, and Violante (2020) discuss the mechanisms behind such a noise-driven housing
boom. Commonly, a positive outlook on asset prices ensures lenders that it is safe to lend, as the future
collateral value more than compensates for the additional default risk of a particular borrower the lenders
take on.

2. Although, financial intermediaries prefer to invest directly in these markets rather than expand
their traditional credit base.
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relaxes their financial constraints. Whether news or noise shocks drive a credit boom is

not distinguishable from contemporaneous information.

Second, noise shocks lead to a bust in credit and the real economy, while news shocks

do not. Boom-bust cycles are the result of a debt overhang effect (Myers (1977)) and a

leverage ratchet effect (Admati et al. (2018)). These effects arise endogenously because of

defaultable long-term debt. A news shock to productivity leads firms and intermediaries

to increase their debt. If the news shock fails to realise, the previously issued debt drags

investment down. Future default risk rises, and credit spreads fall. Endogenous credit

supply amplifies the bust, as higher credit spreads reduce the net worth of financial

intermediaries.

Empirical evidence reconciles the predictions from the theoretical model and finds support

for the novel debt overhang channel. We empirically investigate the effects of news and

noise shocks on the US economy. To do so, we built on the literature that identifies news

and noise shocks from asset prices (Forni et al. (2017a), Forni et al. (2017b), Chahrour

and Jurado (2022)), and use local projections (Jordà (2005), Plagborg-Møller and Wolf

(2020b)) to estimate the impulse responses of credit, asset prices and macroeconomic

variables to news and noise shocks.3 We obtain two main results. First, news and noise

shocks lead to a rise in credit and a fall in credit spreads. The credit booms following

a news shock and a noise shock are virtually indistinguishable, in line with the model.

Second, only noise shocks lead to a credit bust and a recession. We show that a key

element in the credit bust is the slow deleveraging of firms. This mechanism is in line

with the model, which predicts persistent leverage dynamics.

In addition, we investigate the state-dependent effects of noise shocks. We find that the

effect of noise shocks are amplified more during periods with low-risk premiums. These

results align with the evidence from the earlier state space model and our theoretical

model. The mechanism behind this stronger amplification during lenient credit supply

conditions works as follows. If credit supply conditions are lenient, financial intermedi-

aries can use more leverage. This ability to use more leverage, in turn, implies that their

net worth is more exposed to the fluctuations in the price of debt caused by the noise

shock. As a result, credit supply is more responsive to the noise shock.

Our paper contributes to multiple strands of the academic literature. The first is the

literature on credit and asset price booms. We contribute to this literature by show-

ing theoretically and empirically that noise shocks, identified from asset prices, can be

the drivers of boom-bust cycles. That credit booms predict financial crises is a well-

established fact in the empirical literature (e.g. Schularick and Taylor (2012), Jordà,

Schularick, and Taylor (2011)). Moreover, the empirical literature has established that

3. That allows identifying, ex-post, how close or far a particular economy was from an undesired credit
swing.
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there is a mispricing of risks over the business cycle and around financial crises, which

some studies have attributed to investor sentiment (López-Salido, Stein, and Zakraǰsek

(2017)) or credit market froth (Krishnamurthy and Muir (2017)). Likewise, many credit

booms are associated with asset price surges, yet that is not a rule. In a cross-country

study, Bordo and Landon-Lane (2013) find that “loose” monetary policy - i.e. either in-

terest rate below the target rate or a growth rate of money above the target growth rate -

does fuel inflation across multiple asset classes, and this correspondence increases during

periods of rapid asset prices growth. Mendoza and Terrones (2012) identify a systematic

relationship between credit booms and a boom-bust cycle in production and absorption,

asset prices, real exchange rates, capital inflows, and external deficits. Illing, Ono, and

Schlegl (2018) go a step further to argue that (financially) more deregulated economies

are more likely to experience persistent stagnation.

Second, we contribute to the literature on news shocks and business cycles. Our con-

tribution is to present a model in which news shocks that fail to realise can generate

boom-bust cycles and to validate empirically the predictions from the model. The clos-

est papers to this one are Forni et al. (2017a), Forni et al. (2017b), and Chahrour and

Jurado (2022), which investigate the macroeconomic effects of noise shocks. They do not

focus on credit. Görtz and Tsoukalas (2017) and Görtz, Tsoukalas, and Zanetti (2022)

investigate the importance of credit supply for the amplification of news shocks. They

do not consider noise shocks. Faccini and Melosi (2022) propose a model with labour

market frictions in which noise shocks can generate boom-bust cycles. They do not con-

sider financial frictions. Lagerborg, Pappa, and Ravn (2022) show that sentiment shocks,

identified using mass shootings, can have large effects on real activity. They do not look

at credit as an outcome variable.

In an influential early paper, Beaudry and Portier (2006) show how joint movement in

stock prices and TFP represent news about future technological opportunities embedded

in stock prices. This shock causes a boom in consumption, investment, and hours worked

that precedes productivity growth by a few years. They argue that this news shock can

explain about 50 % of business cycle fluctuations. Benati et al. (2020) have since refined

the method to distinguish news from noise shocks and their macroeconomic impact,

building on the criticism of identification equivalence raised by Chahrour and Jurado

(2018). Whether news shocks are important drivers of business cycles has since become

an active literature, see, e.g., Jaimovich and Rebelo (2009), Barsky and Sims (2012),

Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2012), Blanchard, L’Huillier, and Lorenzoni (2013), or Barsky,

Basu, and Lee (2015). We contribute to this literature by proposing debt overhang as a

novel mechanism that can generate boom-bust cycles in response to noise shocks.

Moreover, not all noise is the same. Fraiberger et al. (2021) find a sharp contrast between

the effect of local and global news. Whereas local news optimism (pessimism) predicts a
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small and transitory increase (decrease) in local equity returns, global news sentiment has

a larger impact on returns that do not reverse in the short run. However, large variations

in global news sentiment predominantly happen in the absence of new information about

fundamentals, suggesting they are mainly due to noise. They conclude that global news

and noise drive local asset prices.4

This paper contributes to the ongoing policy debate in various ways. First, it gives

policymakers a tool to identify the shocks behind a credit swing and to predict the

impact on the future realisation of real variables. The particular attraction is that future

outcomes can be linked to current structural elements, allowing early policy design and

implementation to avoid undesired outcomes.

Another critical issue policymakers are battling is whether it is desirable to increase and

foster reliance on market-based finance. Considering the challenges banks face regarding

their business models and the low price-to-book ratios over the past decade, many in-

stitutions are turning to non-banks or market providers of credit to satisfy their excess

credit demand. However, it needs to be made transparent how stable or reliable those

sources are, particularly in the long(er)-run. By examining many historical episodes of

credit swings and contrasting total financial sector vis-a-vis bank credit, this paper can

provide some answers to this dilemma.

Finally, this paper contributes to the debate on asset price inflation and credit expansions.

There is a broad consensus that a strong asset price inflation has preceded most credit

expansions and persists as long as the credit booms last. Our analysis provides the

underlying conditions for such a boom-bust cycle. It differentiates it from the possible

phenomena of a non-asset price-fueled credit surge or an asset price boom without a

credit expansion. The ability to distinguish between the different mechanisms is crucial

for whether policymakers should step in. In the current context of high inflation across

asset classes but absent a substantial increase in bank credit, policymakers need help in

identifying the underlying causal relation.

Section 2 presents the model. Section 3 describes the equilibrium. Section 4 shows

how noise shocks lead to credit boom-bust cycles, while news shocks do not. The main

empirical results about the effects of news and noise shocks are in section 5. Section 6

concludes.

4. Akıncı and Chahrour (2018) show that noise shocks can lead to credit booms with sharp reversals
in an open economy model with occasionally binding borrowing constraints. Ozhan (2021) studies the
effects of news shocks on credit in a two-country model.
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2 Model

The model consists of three periods, t = 1, 2, 3. There are workers, entrepreneurs, firms,

and financial intermediaries. Workers work and supply deposits to financial intermedi-

aries, and financial intermediaries use deposits and their net worth to finance long-term

bonds to entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs own the capital stock, lend it to firms, and fi-

nance it with risky long-term bonds and equity. Firms use capital and labour to produce

output. Productivity in period 2 is stochastic. In period 1, agents receive a noisy signal

about period 2 productivity.

2.1 Workers

In periods 1 and 2, workers consume Ct and save in the form of risk-free short-term

deposits Dt. Deposits earn a risk-free return RD
t in the subsequent period. In period

3, workers consume. They are risk-neutral and have a discount factor of one. They

inelastically supply labour L, which earns a wage Wt. In the initial period, workers have

some deposits from banks.

The problem of a worker in period 1 is

V1 = max
C1,D1

C1 + E1 [V2] ,

subject to

C1 +D1 = W1L+D0.

The problem of a worker in period 2 is

V2 = max
C2,D2

C2 + E2 [V3] ,

subject to

C2 +D2 = W2L+RD
1 D1,

V3 = C3 = W3L+RD
2 D2.

2.2 Firms

Firms combine labour from workers and capital from entrepreneurs to produce output

according to a production function with constant returns to scale. They choose capital

Kt−1 and labour Lt to maximise profits, taking factor prices Wt and rKt as given. The
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problem of a firm is

max
Kt−1,Lt

ZtK
α
t−1L

1−α
t −WtLt − rKt Kt−1. (2.1)

Productivity Zt evolves as follows. In period 1, productivity is constant and normalised to

unity: Z1 = 1. At the beginning of period 1, agents receive a signal S1 about productivity

in period 2.

S1 = a1 + e1. (2.2)

The signal therefore has a news component a1 ∼ N(0, σa) and a noise component e1 ∼

N(0, σe). Productivity in period 2 is

Z2 = 1 + a1. (2.3)

After period 2, there are no more shocks to productivity, such that productivity in period

3 is Z3 = Z2.

2.3 Entrepreneurs

Like workers, entrepreneurs are risk-neutral. Their discount factor is βF < 1. En-

trepreneurs own capital kt, which they finance with risky long-term debt bt and equity.

They rent the capital to firms for a risky return rKt .

In periods 2 and 3, entrepreneurs face an idiosyncratic income shock At, which has a

uniform distribution with bounds A and A. Entrepreneurs have limited liability, such

that they can default on their debt and walk away from their firm if the value of their

equity falls below zero. In that case, the capital of the entrepreneur is lost. The debt has

a state-contingent price Qt(kt, kt;St+). St+ is the aggregate state of the economy at the

end of the period, which we describe below. The entrepreneur internalises that the debt

price depends on her idiosyncratic choices. Entrepreneurs have some initial debt B0.

The problem of an entrepreneur in period 1 is

X1 = max
CF

1
,k1,b1

CF
1 + βFE1 [max(X2, 0)]

subject to

CF
1 + k1 = Q1(k1, b1;S1+)(b1 − B0)
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The problem of an entrepreneur in period 2 is

X2 = max
CF

2
,k2,b2

CF
2 + βFE2 [max(X3, 0)]

subject to

CF
2 + k2 = (rK2 + A2 + 1)k1 +Q2(k2, b2;S2+) (b2 − b1)

X3 = CF
3 = (rK3 + A3 + 1)k2 − b2

A2, A3 ∼ U(A,A)

2.4 Financial intermediaries

Financial intermediaries use deposits from workers and their own net worth to finance

long-term loans to entrepreneurs. They are risk-neutral and have a discount factor βI ,

with 1 > βI > βF . If they issue equity (i.e. choose negative consumption), they need to

pay a quadratic cost with parameter κ. They own a diversified portfolio of loans from

entrepreneurs. The recovery rate on defaulting loans is zero.

After making their borrowing and lending decisions, financial intermediaries can divert a

fraction ψ of their assets and run away, with the rest of the assets being lost. To avoid

this happening in equilibrium, the creditors of the intermediaries impose an incentive

constraint that takes the form of an endogenous leverage constraint.

The problem of a financial intermediary in period 1 is

J1 = max
CI

1
,BI

1
,DI

1

CI
1 −

κ

2

(
CI

1

N I
1

)2

N I
1 1CI

1
≤0 + βIE1 [J2]

subject to

Q1(K1, B1;S1+)B
I
1 = N I

1 +DI
1 − CI

1

N I
1 = Q1(K1, B1;S1+)B

I
0 −DI

0

ψQ1(K1, B1;S1+)B
I
1 = βIE1 [J2]

The problem of a financial intermediary in period 2 is

J2 = max
CI

2
,BI

2
,DI

2

CI
2 −

κ

2

(
CI

2

N I
2

)2

N I
2 1CI

2
≤0 + βIE2 [J3]
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subject to

Q2(K2, B2;S2+)B
I
2 = N I

2 +DI
2 − CI

2

N I
2 = Q2(K2, B2;S2+)B

I
1(1− F (A∗

2))−RD
1 D

I
1

ψQ2(K2, B2;S2+)B
I
2 = βIE2 [J3]

J3 = CI
3 = N3 = BI

2(1− F (A∗
3))−RD

2 D
I
2

2.5 Market clearing

In each period t = 1, 2, the markets for capital, labour, deposits, and long-term loans need

to clear. The aggregate resource constraint needs to hold. As all entrepreneurs make the

same decisions, we characterise the problem of a representative entrepreneur. Note that

the capital of defaulting entrepreneurs is lost. We assume that defaulting entrepreneurs

are replaced with new entrepreneurs with the same level of outstanding debt.

LF
t = L

DI
t = Dt

BI
t = Bt

Ct + CF
t + CI

t +
κ

2

(
CI

t

N I
t

)2

N I
t 1CI

t
≤0 +Kt =

(
Z2((1− F (A∗

t ))Kt−1)
αL1−α + (1− F (A∗

t ))Kt−1

)

In period 1, the endowment of bankers is added.

2.6 Discussion of the assumptions

Here, we discuss the two key features of the model—first, defaultable long-term debt and

second, frictions in financial intermediation. We also briefly motivate why we do not

model risk-averse agents and endogenous labour supply.

2.6.1 Defaultable long-term debt

As shown below, risky long-term debt creates a debt overhang channel that amplifies

the investment bust. This debt overhang channel is the only financial friction for en-

trepreneurs in the model, and it is at the heart of the boom-bust cycle in the model.

It is an empirical fact that a large share of firms’ debt is long-term, see, e.g. Gomes,

Jermann, and Schmid (2016). There is a growing literature in macroeconomics and

corporate finance that shows that accounting for this fact matters both for leverage

dynamics at the firm level and aggregate dynamics, see, e.g. DeMarzo and He (2016),
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Kuehn and Schmid (2014), Jungherr and Schott (2021), or Jungherr and Schott (2022).

Moreover, extensive literature in macroeconomics and asset pricing emphasises the im-

portance of default risk for leverage dynamics and credit spreads, see, e.g. Chen and

Manso (2010) or Chen, Collin-Dufresne, and Goldstein (2009).

We abstract from equity issuance costs and, therefore, from the role of financial frictions

related to the net worth of entrepreneurs, for two reasons. First, most firms in the US

have positive equity payouts and are likely not financially constrained. Second, we want

to focus on the debt overhang channel.

2.6.2 Frictions in financial intermediation

The financial frictions we introduce for intermediaries give rise to a time-varying credit

risk premium. There is ample evidence in the literature for such a credit risk premium

and that it is related to the net worth of the banking sector, see, e.g. Gilchrist and

Zakraǰsek (2012), He and Krishnamurthy (2012), He, Kelly, and Manela (2017), or Muir

(2017).

To obtain such a time-varying credit risk premium, we make two assumptions. First,

issuing equity is costly to financial intermediaries. Second, financial intermediaries face

a market-imposed leverage constraint. A vast literature in macroeconomics and banking

finds support for this assumption. See, e.g. Gertler and Kiyotaki (2010).

2.6.3 Risk-neutral agents and fixed labour supply

The literature on news shocks emphasises the role of labour supply and household prefer-

ences for the propagation of news shocks, see, e.g. Jaimovich and Rebelo (2009), Schmitt-

Grohé and Uribe (2012), or Görtz, Gunn, and Lubik (2022). We shut these effects down

to focus on the interaction between credit supply and credit demand frictions.

3 Characterization

We first show how agents optimally respond to a signal. Then, we derive the optimal

decisions of workers, firms, entrepreneurs, and financial intermediaries. Finally, we char-

acterise the equilibrium of the model in the credit market.
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3.1 Signal extraction problem

As in Chahrour and Jurado (2022), the noise representation 2.2 and 2.3 has an alternative

news representation with a news shock ν1 and a surprise shock ∆2. To solve the model,

we use this latter news representation. The solution to the signal extraction problem

yields ν1 = E [Z2|S1] =
σ2
a

σ2
a+σ2

e

S1. The surprise shock in period 2 is

∆2 = Z2 − E [Z2|S1]

= a2 −
σ2
a

σ2
a + σ2

e

(a2 + e2)

=
σ2
e

σ2
a + σ2

e

a2 +
σ2
a

σ2
a + σ2

e

e2.

This shock is the sum of two normally distributed variables. Let ζ = σ2
a

σ2
a+σ2

e

. Then, the

surprise shock is normal with mean 0 and variance σ2
∆ = (1 − ζ)2σ2

a + ζ2σ2
e . Z2 has the

conditional distribution Z2 ∼ N(ζS1, σ∆).

3.2 Workers and firms

The solution to the worker problem yields RD
1 = RD

2 = 1. Optimal choice of inputs yields

a wageWt = (1−α)ZtK
α
t−1L

−α and a return on capital rKt = αZtK
α−1
t−1 L

1−α for t = 1, 2, 3.

3.3 Entrepreneurs

We solve the problem of entrepreneurs backwards.

3.3.1 Period 2

Period 2 choices are a function of the idiosyncratic period 1 debt of the entrepreneur

b1 and the aggregate state at the beginning of the period S2 = B1, N2, Z2. The bond

price is a function of the entrepreneur’s choices k2 and b2 and the aggregate state at

the end of the period S2+ = K2, B2, D2, Z2. Plugging in the expression for CF
2 from the

budget constraint and taking derivatives yields as optimality conditions for k2(b1;S2) and

b2(b1;S2):

1−
∂Q2(k2, b2;S2+)

∂k2
(b2 − b1) = βF

[

rK3 +
A+ A∗

3

2
+ 1

]

(1− F (A∗
3)) (3.1)

Q2(k2, b2;S2+) +
∂Q2(k2, b2;S2+)

∂b2
(b2 − b1) = βF (1− F (A∗

3)) . (3.2)
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The default threshold in period 3, A∗
3(k2, b2, Z2), is

A∗
3 =

b2
k2

− (rK3 + 1) (3.3)

Notice that the default threshold is a function of idiosyncratic leverage only. We conjec-

ture here, and verify below, that the bond price is a function of the default probability

of the firm and a time-varying wedge that is independent of firm decisions:

Q2(k2, b2;S2+) = Ψ2(1− F (A∗
3)) = Ψ2

A− A∗
3

A− A
.

This implies that the bond price derivatives are

∂Q2(k2, b2;S2+)

∂k2
=

Ψ2

A− A

b2
k22

(3.4)

∂Q2(k2, b2;S2+)

∂b2
= −

Ψ2

A− A

1

k2
(3.5)

The period 3 expected value function is

E2 [X3|A > A∗
3] = (1− F (A∗

3))

[(

rK3 +
A+ A∗

3

2
+ 1

)

k2 − b2

]

(3.6)

3.3.2 Period 1

The optimal choices of the entrepreneur in period 1 depend on the initial level of debt b0

and the aggregate state at the beginning of the period S1 = B0, N1, S1.. The bond price

in period 1 depends on the idiosyncratic choices of the entrepreneur k1 and b1 and the

end of period aggregate state S1+ = K1, B1, D1, S1 In period 1, the optimality conditions

for k1(S1) and b1(S1) are

1−
∂Q1(k1, b1;S1+)

∂k1
(b1 − b0) = βFE1

[(

rK2 +
A+ A∗

2

2
+ 1

)

(1− F (A∗
2))

]

(3.7)

Q1(k1, b1;S1+) +
∂Q1(k1, b1;S1+)

∂b1
(b1 − b0) = βFE1 [Q2(k2, b2;S2+) (1− F (A∗

2))] . (3.8)

It’s useful to define the continuation policy of the firm as

X̃2(b1;S2) = −k2(b1;S2) +Q2(k2(b1;S2), b2(b1;S2);S2+)b2(b1;S2)

+ E2 [X3(k2(b1;S2), b2(b1;S2);S2+)|A3 > A∗
3]
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The default threshold in period 2, A∗
2(k1, b1;S2), is then

A∗
2 = Q2(k2(b1;S2), b2(b1;S2);S2+)

b1
k1

− (rK2 + 1)−
X̃2(b1;S2)

k1
(3.9)

Similar to period 2, the bond price is

Q1(k1, b1;S1+) = E1

[

Ψ1Q2(k2, b2;S2+)
A− A∗

2

A− A

]

.

The bond price derivatives are

∂Q1(k1, b1;S1+)

∂k2
=

1

A− A
E1

[

Ψ1Q2(k2, b2;S2+)
b1 − X̃2

k21

]

(3.10)

∂Q1(k1, b1;S1+)

∂b1
= −

1

A− A
E1

[

Ψ1Q2(k2, b2;S2+)
1

k1

]

+ E1

[

Ψ1
A− A∗

2

A− A

(
∂Q2(k2, b2;S2+)

∂k2

∂k2
∂b1

+
∂Q2(k2, b2;S2+)

∂b2

∂b2
∂b1

)]

(3.11)

Notice the presence of the derivatives of the policy functions with respect to the current

debt policy. The creditors internalise that the entrepreneur’s current debt choice affects

future policy functions. To find these derivatives, we apply the implicit function theorem

to equations 3.2 and 3.1. This yields

∂b2
∂b1

=

∂Q2(k2,b2;S2+)
∂b2

2∂Q2(k2,b2;S2+)
∂b2

+ βFf(A∗
3)

=
−Ψ2

−2Ψ2 + k2βF
> 0.

∂k2
∂b1

= −

∂Q2(k2,b2;S2+)
∂k2

βFf(A∗
3)

= −
Ψ2

b2
k2
2

βF
< 0.

That is, a higher level of debt b1 increases future debt b2 and reduces future capital k2.

3.4 Financial intermediaries

As for entrepreneurs, we solve the decision problem of financial intermediaries backwards.

3.4.1 Period 2

The balance sheet constraint gives

DI
2 = Q2(K2, B2;S2+)B

I
2 −N I

2 + CI
2 .

13



Plugging this expression for D2 into the law of motion for net worth yields

N I
3 = BI

2(1− F (A∗
3))−

(
Q2(K2, B2;S2+)B

I
2 −N I

2 + CI
2

)
.

The problem of the intermediary reduces to

J2 = max
CI

2
,BI

2

CI
2 −

κ

2

(
CI

2

N I
2

)2

N I
2 1CI

2
≤0 + βIE2

[
BI

2(1− F (A∗
3))−

(
Q2(K2, B2;S2+)B

I
2 −N I

2 + CI
2

)]

(3.12)

subject to

ψQ2(K2, B2;S2+)B
I
2 = βIE2

[
BI

2(1− F (A∗
3))−

(
Q2(K2, B2;S2+)B

I
2 −N I

2 + CI
2

)]
.

(3.13)

Assuming CI
2 < 0, the Lagrangian is

L = CI
2 −

κ

2

(
CI

2

N I
2

)2

N I
2 + βIE2

[
BI

2(1− F (A∗
3))−

(
Q2B

I
2 −N I

2 + CI
2

)]
(1 + µI)− µIψQ2B

I
2

Differentiating yields

1− κ
CI

2

N I
2

− βI(1 + µI) = 0

βIE2 [(1− F (A∗
3))−Q2] (1 + µI)− µIψQ2 = 0

The first equation gives µI :

µI =
1

βI

(

1− κ
CI

2

N I
2

)

− 1. (3.14)

The second equation gives the bond price Q2(K,B;S2+):

Q2(K,B;S2+) = βI 1 + µI

µIψ + βI(1 + µI)
E2 [(1− F (A∗

3))]

= βI 1 + µI

µIψ + βI(1 + µI)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡Ψ2

A∗
3 − A

A− A
. (3.15)

If κ = 0, this becomes

Q2(K,B;S2+) = βI βI

ψ + βI(1− ψ)
E2 [(1− F (A∗

3))] .
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When ψ = 1, the intermediary needs to finance B to 100 percent with her own equity.

The relevant discount factor for the bond price is βI . When ψ = 0, the intermediary can

finance B to 100 percent with household deposits. The discount factor is 1.

3.4.2 Period 1

We solve the period 1 problem of the financial intermediary similarly to the period 2

problem. We define Ω2 ≡ J2/N2. Net worth in period 1 is

N1 = Q1B0 −D0. (3.16)

The incentive constraint is

ψQ1B
I
1 = βIE1

[
Ω2

(
Q2B

I
1(1− F (A∗

2))−
(
Q1B

I
1 −N I

1 + CI
1

))]
. (3.17)

The Lagrange multiplier µI
1 for period 1 is:

µI
1 =

1

βIE1 [Ω2]

(

1− κ
CI

1

N I
1

)

− 1. (3.18)

The bond price Q1(K1, B1;S1+) is:

Q1(K1, B1;S1+) = E1







βI 1 + µI

1

µI
1ψ + βIE1 [Ω2] (1 + µI

1)
Ω2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡Ψ1

(

Q2(K2, B2;S2+)
A− A∗

2

A− A

)







.

(3.19)

3.5 Equilibrium in the credit market

We characterise market clearing in the credit market. In period 2, the solution to the

entrepreneur problem, equations 3.2 to 3.5, determines credit demand. The solution to

the intermediary problem, equations 3.13 to 3.15, determines credit supply.

3.5.1 Equilibrium without credit supply frictions

Consider first the case without credit supply frictions, ψ = κ = 0. In that case, the

Lagrange multiplier µI
2 = 0 and Ψ2 = 1 for all values of B. Credit supply is simply

Q2(B2) = 1− F (A∗
3). (3.20)
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(a) No supply frictions (b) With supply frictions

Figure 1: Equilibrium in the credit market.

There is some value B, such that there is no default for B ≤ B. In that case, Q2(B2) = 1.

There is some other value B > B, such that for B ≥ B, the entrepreneurs will default

with certainty. In that case Q2(B2) = 0. For B in between B and B, the bond price is

linearly decreasing in B. The supply schedule is displayed in red in Panel 1a of Figure 1.

The credit demand schedule is determined as follows. There is some price QD, such

that Q ≤ QD, credit demand is zero. As the bond price approaches 1, credit demand

approaches infinity from below. This implies that credit demand is convex in the bond

price. The demand schedule is displayed in blue in Panel 1a of Figure 1.

The equilibrium is where the credit demand and the credit supply schedule intersect.

This must be in the region with some positive credit risk. If there were no credit risk,

the bond price would be 1, and credit demand would be infinite.

3.5.2 Equilibrium with credit supply frictions

Consider next the case with credit supply frictions, i.e. with ψ > 0, κ > 0. The credit

demand schedule remains unchanged. The credit supply schedule is, however, much more

complicated.

There is a value of the bond price QS, such that for Q ≤ QS, the net worth of the financial

intermediaries is zero. In that case, credit supply is also zero. For Q > QS, credit demand

is increasing in the bond price, as a higher bond price increases the net worth of financial

intermediaries, relaxing the credit supply constraint. For B > B, the bond price becomes

decreasing in B because of the credit risk of entrepreneurs. With credit supply frictions,

the bond price decreases more than in the case without credit supply frictions, as a fall

in the bond price reduces the net worth of financial intermediaries.

Panel 1b of Figure 1 depicts the equilibrium in the case with credit supply frictions. The

equilibrium is again where the credit demand and the credit supply schedules intersect.

Note that there are at least two equilibria. First, the equilibrium with positive credit
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risk. Second, a trivial equilibrium with zero debt. In principle, there could be many more

equilibria, if the credit supply and credit demand schedule intersect more often. However,

there is only one equilibrium with positive credit risk, i.e. in the downward sloping area

of the credit supply schedule.

With credit supply frictions, equilibrium credit and the equilibrium bond price are lower

than in the case without credit supply frictions. This is because the bond price con-

tains an additional liquidity premium that reflects the financial constraints of financial

intermediaries. This liquidity premium, the distance between the credit supply schedule

without frictions and the credit supply frictions with frictions, varies with the bond price.

In particular, for positive credit risk, it is increasing in credit risk.

3.6 Numerical solution strategy

Even this simple model is too non-linear to allow for a closed-form solution. We, therefore,

calibrate the model and show a numerical example. As a numerical experiment, we show

the equilibrium as a function of the signal S1 and the surprise ∆2 = Z2 − S1.

Equipped with the expressions for CI
2 , Q2 and µI

2, from equations 3.15, 3.14 and 3.13,

and the default threshold 3.3, solving the period 2 equilibrium boils down to solving a

system of the two non-linear equations 3.2 and 3.1 for K2 and B2 as a function of the

aggregate state K1, B1, D1, and Z2.

From solving the period 2 equilibrium, we obtain policy functions K2(K1, B1, D1, Z2) and

B2(K1, B1, D1, Z2) that allow us to compute value functions and bond prices J2(K1, B1, D1, Z2),

Q2(K1, B1, D1, Z2), and E2 [X3(K1, B1, D1, Z2)|A > A∗
3] from equations 3.6 and 3.12. We

solve for the period 2 equilibrium for various values of Z2, given by the quadrature nodes

used to compute the expectations in period 1.

Next, we solve the period 1 equilibrium as a system of two non-linear equations in K1

and B1. We need to compute expectations over Z2 conditional on the period 1 signal. To

do so, we use Gauss-Hermite quadrature. Remember that ζ = σ2
a

σ2
a+σ2

e

. Then, the surprise

shock is normal with mean 0 and variance σ2
∆ = (1− ζ)2σ2

a+ ζ
2σ2

e . Z2 has the conditional

distribution Z2 ∼ N(ζS1, σ∆). We again obtain expressions for CI
1 , Q1, and µI

1 from

equations 3.19, 3.18 and 3.13, and the default threshold from equation 3.9. Then, solving

the period 1 equilibrium boils down to solving a system of the two non-linear equations

3.8 and 3.7 for K1 and B1.

The model has the following parameters: α, L, βF , βI , A, A, κ, ψ, N1, σ
a, σe. We

calibrate the parameters to target a leverage of intermediaries of 0.9 (ψ), a period 2

leverage of entrepreneurs of 0.3 (βF ), an entrepreneurs default rate of 0.01 (A,A), an

intermediary component of the credit spread of 0.01 (βI), and an equity issuance rate of
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Figure 2: A credit boom in period 1.

Note: This figure shows model variables in period 1 as a function of the signal size in period 1. A signal
of 1 means that there is no shock. A signal less than 1 means that agents receive a negative news shock
about future productivity, and a signal above 1 means that agents receive a positive news shock about
future productivity.

intermediaries of 0.03 (κ). We set α = 0.33, L = 1, σa = 0.01, and σe = 0.01, which

are conventional values from the literature. We set B0 to target a period 1 leverage of

entrepreneurs of 0.15 and D0 to target an initial equity issuance rate of intermediaries of

0.05.

4 A noise-driven credit boom-bust cycle

We do the following experiment: We shock the economy with a signal of size S1 in period

1. In period 2, we consider two situations. First, we discuss a situation where there is

no surprise shock. In that case, the signal shock was a genuine news shock. Second,

a situation where the surprise shock exactly offsets the signal shock. In that case, the

signal shock was a noise shock.

4.1 Credit boom in period 1

Figure 2 shows the effect of the news shock in period 1 in the credit boom period. A

signal of 1 means that there is no shock. A signal less than 1 means that agents receive

a negative news shock about future productivity, and a signal above 1 means that agents
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Figure 3: News- vs noise-driven credit dynamics in period 2.

Note: This figure shows model variables in period 2 as a function of the signal size in period 1. The
blue line is where the news shock ex-post turns out to be correct. The red line is where the news shock
ex-post turns out to be noise.

receive a positive news shock about future productivity.

The higher the signal about future productivity, the higher the capital-to-output ratio.

This effect is because the capital stock is increasing in expected future productivity; see

equation 3.7. Likewise, a higher signal leads to a higher debt-to-output ratio. This effect

is because higher expected future productivity reduces future default risk and increases

future bond prices, see equation 3.19.

The net worth of intermediaries rises, but it rises less than assets. As a result, inter-

mediaries issue additional equity and deposits, see equations 3.18 and 3.17. Leverage

increases slightly. This result starkly contrasts a model where banks would directly hold

the economy’s capital stock. In such a model, a positive news shock raises the price

of capital, which increases net worth relative to assets. Default risk and the liquidity

premium decline, leading to a decline in the credit spread.

4.2 Credit bust in period 2

Figure 3 shows the effect of news and noise shocks in period 2. Consider first a situation

where the news shock ex-post turns out to be true. In that case, agents choose a higher

capital-to-output ratio if the signal in period 1 is higher. This effect is driven by capital

being increasing in productivity; see equation 3.1. Entrepreneurs increase their level of
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debt, as the current debt choice is increasing in the lagged debt choice; see equation 3.2.

However, the debt-to-output ratio falls as output increases more than debt, and realised

default rates fall.

The net worth of intermediaries rises, but less than their assets. As a result, intermediaries

again increase leverage and issue additional equity; see equations 3.14 and 3.13. Credit

spreads fall, but primarily due to lower future default rates.

Consider next a situation where the news shock ex-post turns out to be false. In that

case, the capital of entrepreneurs falls relative to a situation without a shock. This fall in

capital occurs because entrepreneurs have increased their debt in period 1, and capital in

period 2 is decreasing in the lagged level of debt; see equation 3.1. In other words, the fall

in the capital is driven by a debt overhang effect (e.g. Myers (1977)). The debt-to-output

ratio falls less than when the news shock is genuine. This smaller fall occurs because debt

is increasing in lagged debt, leading to a leverage ratchet effect (e.g. Admati et al. (2018),

DeMarzo and He (2016)).

Net worth falls, but less than intermediary assets. As a consequence, intermediaries issue

less equity. Credit spreads rise, driven by an increase in future default risk and the

liquidity premium.

In summary, noise shocks lead to a boom-bust cycle. This boom-bust cycle arises despite

no fundamental change in productivity, and a debt overhang channel drives it. Because

of a positive news shock, entrepreneurs increase their debt. If the news fails to realise,

the high outstanding debt leads entrepreneurs to reduce their capital stock.

4.3 The role of credit supply

In the baseline calibration, the credit boom-bust cycle is due to credit demand. However,

the literature has shown that news shocks are amplified by a relaxation in credit supply

as well (e.g. Görtz and Tsoukalas (2017), Görtz, Tsoukalas, and Zanetti (2022)). Under

what conditions can the model increase credit supply in response to a news shock?

The stance of credit supply is determined by how much the net worth of intermediaries

change relative to their assets. If net worth increases more than assets, intermediaries

become less financially constrained, and the liquidity premium falls. In that case, the

relaxation of the credit supply amplifies the credit boom.

What, then, can amplify the response of net worth relative to assets? One crucial factor

is leverage. The more highly levered intermediaries are, the more a fluctuation in asset

prices increases their net worth. In the current model, the assets of intermediaries are

only corporate bonds. In an extended model, where intermediaries also hold some capital

directly, credit supply would be more responsive to news shocks. Such direct capital
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holdings could, for example, represent direct stock or securities investments of banks.

4.4 Testable hypotheses

To sum up, the model delivers the following testable predictions for the empirical inves-

tigation. First, news and noise shocks lead to a boom that results in an expansion of the

real economy and a rise in credit. Second, noise shocks lead to an economic bust, while

news shocks do not. Third, lenient credit supply conditions amplify these boom-bust

cycles.

5 Empirical evidence

We proceed in five steps to test the hypotheses developed in the previous section. First,

we decompose fluctuations that jointly drive stock prices and dividends into underlying

noise and fundamental shocks following Forni et al. (2017a). Second, we examine the

impact of these shocks on financial variables applying local projections. However, this

only depicts the unconditional dynamics. To understand the state contingent dynamics,

we thirdly re-examine the same during times of high and low risk premiums. Fourth,

we extend the investigation to include the impact of the same shocks on real economic

activity.

5.1 Identifying noise shocks

We extract a news and a noise shock from stock price and dividend data, following the

approach of Forni et al. (2017a). Intuitively, noise shocks are identified as shocks to asset

prices unrelated to past, current and future potential output. Appendix B describes the

econometric procedure to identify the noise shocks.

As a first step for estimating the noise shocks, we estimate a VAR with the following

variables: potential real GDP, the 3-month treasury bill yield, Moody’s AAA corporate

bond yield, the S&P500 and real GDP. Potential GDP and real GDP are expressed in

per capita terms by dividing them by the civilian population above age 16. We recover

signal and surprise shocks from this VAR by applying a simple recursive identification.

The news and noise shocks are dynamic rotations of these signal and surprise shocks. We

could also estimate the signal and surprise shocks using local projections.
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Figure 4: The noise shock.

Note: This figure shows the noise shock recovered using the estimation procedure of Forni et al. (2017a).
The shaded grey areas mark NBER recession dates. The five largest positive (negative) shocks are
marked in blue (red). The dashed, horizontal lines are +/- one standard deviation.

5.2 The recovered noise shocks

Figure 4 displays the resulting noise shock series. It is standardised to zero mean and unit

variance. NBER recessions are marked in grey. We also mark the five largest positive

and negative noise shocks. Noise shocks are plausibly related to events that moved stock

prices, but had a smaller than expected or no effect on dividends ex post. For example,

the 1974Q3 noise shock is contemporaneous to the Nixon resignation, the 1987Q4 shock

coincides with the boom and bust around the 1987 stock market crash. The positive

1999Q3 noise shock marks the peak of the dotcom bubble. The 2008Q4 shock happens

at the same time as the peak of the Great Financial Crisis, the 2009Q2 shock marks its

end in the US. The 2010Q3 noise shock is at the time when the Euro Area sovereign debt

crisis was at its most severe, the 2018Q4 marks a large stock market sell-off.

5.3 Validating the noise shocks as instrument for investor sen-

timents

To validate the shocks, we run the following lag-augmented local projection (Jordà (2005),

Stock and Watson (2018), Olea and Plagborg-Møller (2020), Plagborg-Møller and Wolf
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(2020a)):

Yt+h = αh +
S∑

s=1

βh
s shockt−s +

S∑

s=1

ρhsYt−s +
S∑

s=0

Γh
sXt−s + εt+h (5.1)

Yt+h, h ∈ [0, H] is the outcome of interest h periods ahead, shockt is the shock of interest,

which is either the news shock at or the noise shock et. As control variables Xt, we include

the variables that were also included in the VAR, namely the respective other shock, the

lagged stock price and potential output series, the 3 month treasury rate and the AAA

corporate bond spread. The βh
s coefficients measure the impulse response to the shock.

As in the VAR, we include 4 lags of Yt, shockt and Xt in the regression.5 We set the

number of periods over which we estimate the impulse response H = 25.

Figure 5: The effect of news and noise shocks on stock prices and potential output.

Note: The blue line in this figure displays the coefficients
{
βh
0

}H

h=0
obtained by estimating equation

5.1. For comparison, the red line displays the impulse responses obtained from the VAR that is used
to identify the shocks. The confidence levels depicted are 90 percent (dark shaded area) and 95 percent
(light shaded area). The red, dashed lines are the 95 percent confidence interval from the VAR. Standard
errors in the local projections correct for autocorrelation of the residuals using a Newey-West estimator.

Figure 5 displays the results. The left two panels display the impulse response of poten-

tial output (top) and stock prices (bottom) to a news shock, the two right panels the

5. Here, we follow Forni et al. (2017b).
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impulse response to a noise shock. The blue, solid line is the point estimate for the local

projections, the shaded areas are the 95 percent (dark shading) and 90 percent (light

shading) confidence intervals, respectively. For comparison, we include impulse responses

estimated from the original VAR to the same shocks. The red, solid line is the point

estimate from the VAR, the red, dashed lines are the 95 percent confidence interval,

obtained using a Kilian (1998)-bootstrap. The inclusion of the VAR facilitates the com-

parison with the results in Forni et al. (2017a). The point estimate and the confidence

interval from the VAR are similar to the ones estimated with local projections.

A one standard deviation news shock leads to a 0.6 percent permanent increase in

potential output and a permanent increase in stock prices of roughly the four percent.

Despite the fact that we use 10 more years of data, these effects are of the same magnitude

as the ones estimated in Forni et al. (2017b). The impact effect in the VAR is permanent,

while the impulse response estimated from the local projections implies a smaller long-run

effect than the VAR.

On the other hand, a one standard deviation noise shock has by construction no effect

on potential output. However, it leads to a large, roughly 6 percent, impact on stock

prices. This impact on stock prices vanishes over time. After 15 quarters, the impact of

noise shocks on the stock market is no longer significantly different from zero at the 10

percent confidence level.

The intuition behind these results is that while investors do not know at the time when

they observe a news shock whether it is a “fundamental” news shock or a noise shock,

they learn over time by observing more and more realisations for potential output. As

investors realise that a noise shock drove the signal shock, they correct their stock market

pricing downward.

5.4 Noise shocks and credit to the non-financial sector

We now estimate the impact of the noise shocks on credit to non-financial firms.

We estimate lag-augmented local projections similar to the specification in equation 5.1.

In principle, as the main explanatory variable on the right-hand side is a structural

shock, it is not necessary to include any control variables. We nonetheless control for

the variables included in the VAR that is used in the estimation of the shock, as well

as the lagged outcome variable, as this improves the estimator’s efficiency (see Olea and

Plagborg-Møller (2020)). We set the number of lags equal to S = 4. We set the number

of periods over which we estimate the impulse response to H = 25.

Figure 6 displays the results. A one standard deviation permanent news shock leads

to a permanent long-run increase in credit of around 1 percent. The impact effect of the
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Figure 6: The effect of news and noise shocks on credit to the non-financial sector.

Note: The blue line in this figure displays the coefficients
{
βh
0

}H

h=0
obtained by estimating equation 5.1.

The confidence levels depicted are 90 percent (dark shaded area) and 95 percent (light shaded area).
Standard errors correct for autocorrelation of the residuals using a Newey-West estimator. Estimation
sample: 1961Q1-2020Q4.

shock on the level of firm credit is 0. It increases over time and peaks after 10 quarters.

This implies that the shock leads to increased credit growth for around 10 quarters.

A one standard deviation noise shock leads to a transitory increase in the level of credit

which peaks after around 10 quarters and then decreases thereafter. This implies that a

noise shock leads to around 10 quarters of credit growth, followed by around 10 quarters

of negative credit growth. In the appendix, we show that this result is not driven by the

financial crisis, 2) not driven by the COVID crisis.

The intuition behind these results is that economic agents expect that news shocks are

informative about future firms’ business conditions. The level of credit is a slow-moving

variable, so adjusting takes a while. Similarly, a noise shock leads to positive credit

growth for around 10 quarters. As investors slowly become more and more certain that

a noise shock drove the news, credit growth is negative for around 10 quarters.

5.5 Noise shocks and credit spreads

Figure 7 shows the effect of news and noise shocks on various credit spreads. Credit

spreads are often used as a measure of corporate borrowing costs, see e.g. Gilchrist and

Zakraǰsek (2012) or López-Salido, Stein, and Zakraǰsek (2017). In response to both a

news and a noise shock, the BAA-10Y credit spread falls. A one standard deviation

positive noise shock leads to a 0.1 percentage point fall in the BAA-10Y credit spread
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(a) BAA-10 year spread (b) GZ spread

(c) AAA-10 year spread (d) Excess bond premium (EBP)

(e) BAA-AAA spread (f) GZ spread - EBP

Figure 7: The effect of news and noise shocks on credit spreads.

Note: The blue line in this figure displays the coefficients
{
βh
0

}H

h=0
obtained by estimating equation 5.1.

The confidence levels depicted are 90 percent (dark shaded area) and 95 percent (light shaded area).
Standard errors correct for autocorrelation of the residuals using a Newey-West estimator. Estimation
sample: 1961Q1-2020Q4.
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(Panel 7a). For the Gilchrist and Zakraǰsek (2012)-spread, we see a similar impact (Panel

7b).

There are two reasons why credit spreads could fall in response to a noise shock: antici-

pating good news, creditors could perceive firms as less risky, which would lead to a fall

in expected defaults. Alternatively, creditors could charge a lower liquidity premium, for

example because they expect good news about their own future balance sheets (e.g. He

and Krishnamurthy (2012)). To decompose which channel is the more likely to drive the

results, we additionally investigate the dynamics of two additional credit spreads: the

BAA-AAA credit spread measures the difference in credit spreads of investment-grade

firms with relatively high default risk (BAA firms) and low default risk (AAA firms).

This spread can be interpreted as a default premium. The AAA-10Y spread measures

the spread between corporate bonds with a low default risk and government bonds. This

spread can be interpreted as a liquidity premium. (e.g. Krishnamurthy and Vissing-

Jorgensen).

In response to a positive one standard deviation noise shock, the BAA-AAA spread falls

by around 0.1 percentage points, and stays low for around ten quarters before reverting

back to zero. The AAA-10Y spread falls by around 0.05 percentage points and stays low

for around five quarters before turning positive and increasing above zero after around 15

quarters. This evidence favors the hypothesis that investors interpret the positive noise

shock as good news about the corporate non-financial sector, thus charging lower default

premiums, which in turn leads to an increase in bond financing.

5.6 Noise shocks and real activity

We next investigate the effects of news and noise shocks on real activity. Figure 8 displays

the results. The top row shows unconditional impulse responses of GDP, consumption,

investment, hours, prices, and the policy rate to news shocks (left) and noise shocks

(right). Both news and noise shocks lead to economic expansions. In the case of news

shocks, the expansion leads to a permanent increase in the level of GDP. GDP growth is

positive and permanent. For noise shocks, the expansion is short-lived, lasting around 5

quarters. Thereafter, there is a prolonged decline in GDP growth as the effect of the noise

shock partially mean reverts. This is similar for all other macroeconomic aggregates. In

particular, both news and noise shocks lead to co-movement of output, consumption,

investment, hours, interest rates, and credit. News and noise shocks do not lead to a

response of inflation.
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(a) Output (b) Consumption

(c) Investment (d) Hours

(e) GDP deflator (f) Federal funds rate

Figure 8: The effect of news and noise shocks from the stock market on the macroeconomy.

This figure displays the coefficients
{
βh
0

}H

h=0
obtained by estimating equation 5.1. The confidence levels

depicted are 90 percent (shaded area). Standard errors correct for autocorrelation of the residuals using
a Newey-West estimator.
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5.7 Investigating possible transmission channels

To understand what drives the increase in credit to the non-financial sector, we decompose

the response of total credit to non-financial firms into loans and bonds.

(a) Loans (b) Bonds

(c) SLOOS, higher demand (d) SLOOS, banks tightening

(e) Business loan delinquency rate

Figure 9: The effect of news and noise shocks on various financial indicators.

Note: The blue line in this figure displays the coefficients
{
βh
0

}H

h=0
obtained by estimating equation 5.1.

The confidence levels depicted are 90 percent (dark shaded area) and 95 percent (light shaded area).
Standard errors correct for autocorrelation of the residuals using a Newey-West estimator.

Figure 9 shows the impulse response of bank loans (top row) and bonds (bottom row)

to the non-financial corporate sector to a news shock (left column) and a noise shock

(right column). Both shocks lead to a temporary increase in the level of loans that peaks

after around 10 quarters. The peak response to a 1 standard deviation news shock is a 2

percent increase in the level of loans. Thereafter, the level of loans decreases back to its

original level for both the news shock and the noise shock.

The initial impact of news and noise shocks on the level of bonds to non-financial firms

is zero, but starts to increase after around 10 quarters. In the case of a news shock, the
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fall in the level of bank loans is almost one for one offset by an increase in the level of

bonds. For a noise shock, both stocks and bonds start to decrease after around 10 to 15

quarters.

The intuition behind this result is that banks initially supply credit to fund firms after

they receive a positive signal. Over time, firms shift from loan financing to bond financing

if the signal turns out to be a news shock. The bond market will not supply funding in

the case of a noise shock, in which case firms cannot offset the fall in bank lending, such

that total credit will decrease.

We further look at the impact of news and noise shocks on the senior loan officer opinion

survey (SLOOS). In response to news and noise shocks, senior loan officers report that

their institutions experience higher credit demand. For noise shocks, credit demand falls

below the initial level after around 5 quarters and then recovers slowly. Senior loan

officers also report slightly lower credit standards, though the response is only significant

in the case of noise shocks.

Finally, we investigate the impact of news and noise shocks on business loan delinquency

rates. In response to both types of shocks, the delinquency rate falls. For news shocks,

it stays low for a long time and then increases, while for noise shocks, it increases back

to the initial level quite soon. The results in this section suggest that default risk and

the sluggish adjustment of credit to news shocks are important transmission channels for

news shocks.

5.8 State-dependent effects of noise shocks

Next, we study the state dependence of the response of leverage dynamics to noise shocks.

Our hypothesis is that the level of risk premiums has an effect on the propagation of news

and noise shocks. To test this prediction, we estimate the following regression:

Yt+h = αh + f(RPt)

[
S∑

s=1

βh
s shockt−s +

S∑

s=1

ρhsYt−s +
S∑

s=0

Γh
sXt−s

]

+ (1− f(RPt))

[
S∑

s=1

β̃h
s shockt−s +

S∑

s=1

ρ̃hsYt−s +
S∑

s=0

Γ̃h
sXt−s

]

+ εt+h (5.2)

Now β0
h measures the response of leverage in period t + h to a fundamental news shock

that realises in period t during times of low risk premiums, while β̃0
h measures the same

response during times of high risk premiums.

We distinguish between times of high and low risk premiums. Following Auerbach

and Gorodnichenko (2011), we transform the risk premium using the function f(X) =
exp(−γx)

1+exp(−γx)
, with γ = 10. Our measure of the risk premium is the linearly detrended
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credit spread

credit spread state (1=boom)

Figure 10: The risk premium state.

AAA-10Y corporate bond spread. Figure 10 displays the corporate bond spread RPt (in

red), as well as the risk premium state f(RPt) (in blue). The shaded areas are the NBER

recession dates. While recessions are typically times of low risk premiums, the mapping

is not one for one. In particular, risk premiums are high during the Euro Area sovereign

debt crisis in the early 2010s and in the middle of the 1980s.

Figure 11: The effect of news and noise shocks on credit - state-dependent results.

This figure displays the coefficients
{
βh
0

}H

h=0
obtained by estimating equation 5.1. The confidence levels

depicted are 90 percent (shaded area). Standard errors correct for autocorrelation of the residuals using
a Newey-West estimator.

Figure 11 displays the results. The red impulse response is the one during times of high

risk premiums, the blue impulse response the one during times of low risk premiums. The

figure shows impulse responses of total credit to the non-financial sector (top row) loans

(middle row) and bonds (bottom row) to news shocks (left column) and noise shocks

(right column).

The main result is that news and noise shocks have a positive effect on credit only during
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times of low risk premiums. During times of low risk premiums, noise shocks lead to

strong increases in the level of bonds to the non-financial sector. This impulse response

reverts after about 10 quarters followed by around 10 quarters of negative growth. During

times of high risk premiums, noise shocks do not lead to significant increases in the level

of credit.

A possible intuition is that investors are able to leverage to respond to news and noise

shocks if credit conditions are lenient, but not if credit conditions are tight. This is in

line with the model. There, news and noise shocks only lead to a decline in liquidity

premiums if the leverage capacity of financial intermediaries is high. The decline in the

liquidity premium in turn amplifies the credit boom and, in the case of a noise shock, the

subsequent bust.

6 Conclusion

We provide a comprehensive framework to distinguish sustainable from unsustainable

credit booms, anchoring the separation in the macroeconomic outcomes of these. First,

we use a macroeconomic model to show that noise shocks can lead to unsustainable credit

booms, especially during times when banks’ leverage capacity is high. Our results could

have implications for how macroprudential policy should be conducted, as not all credit

booms in this model warrant a regulatory response. In particular, even when asset prices

are high relative to fundamentals, credit growth does not necessarily warrant a regulatory

response, as high asset prices and credit growth might be driven by news about the future.

Lastly, we contrast bank-based credit provision against market-based alternatives, and

examine what that implies for credit supply overall, and macroeconomic stability. In the

current Basel III regulatory context, that has become a crucial consideration.

Future work can expand on this and add more sophisticated forms of market-based credit

provision. Equally, the trade-off between bond (debt) and equity finance can be more

explicitly taken into account. Lastly, it would be interesting to see whether these pre-

dictions hold for other advanced economies such as the UK, Japan, Canada or the Euro

Area.
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Appendix

A Data

A.1 Data description

We use the following data series:

• Real GDP, obtained from FRED (identifier GDPC1). The series is log-transformed

and then the log of population (identifier CNP16OV) is subtracted.

• Dividends, obtained from FRED (identifier DIVIDEND). Dividends are deflated

with the GDP deflator (identifier GDPDEF), log-transformed and then the log of

population (identifier CNP16OV) is subtracted.

• Stock prices, the S&P500, obtained from datastream. The series is deflated with

the GDP deflator and log-transformed.

• 3 Month treasury rate, obtained from FRED (identifier TB3MS).

• 10 year treasury rate, obtained from FRED (identifier GS10)

• AAA corporate bond yield, obtained from FRED (identifier AAA)

• BAA corporate bond yield, obtained from FRED (identifier BAA)

• Loans to non-financial business, obtained from FRED (identifier NCBLL). The

series is deflated with the GDP deflator and then log-transformed. We also use an

alternative definition that includes the sum of loans to non-financial corporate and

non-corporate business (identifiers NCBLL and NNBLL).

• Bonds to non-financial business, obtained from FRED (identifier NCBDBIQ027S).

The series is deflated with the GDP deflator and then log-transformed.

• Total credit, sum of loans and bonds (NCBLL + NCBDBIQ027S). The series is

deflated with the GDP deflator and then log-transformed.

• Book equity, banks, obtained from the Financial Accounts of the United States

(FRB Z1, identifier FL763164103.Q). Our baseline specification uses the book equity

of US-chartered depository institutions. We also use an alternative definition which

is the sum of the book equity of US-chartered depository institutions and broker-

dealers (identifier FL663164103.Q). We use a further alternative definition which

cumulates the book equity from flows (identifier FA763164103.Q). The series is

deflated with the GDP deflator and then log-transformed.
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• Book assets, banks, obtained from the Financial Accounts of the United States

(FRB Z1, identifier FL764095005.Q). Our baseline specification uses the book assets

of US-chartered depository institutions. We also use an alternative definition which

is the sum of the book assets of US-chartered depository institutions and broker-

dealers (identifier FL664095005.Q). We use a further alternative definition which

cumulates the book assets from flows (identifier FA764095005.Q ). The series is

deflated with the GDP deflator and then log-transformed.

• Book leverage, banks, the log of book assets minus the log of book equity.

• Market equity, banks, obtained from CRSP-Compustat. The series is con-

structed by summing up, within each quarter, the closing price with the number of

outstanding shares (prccq × cshoq), across all firms with SIC codes 602, 603 and

671. We use an alternative specification that also includes firms with SIC codes 620

and 621. The series is deflated with the GDP deflator and then log-transformed.

• Market assets, banks, obtained from CRSP-Compustat. The series is con-

structed by summing up, within each quarter, the sum of the market value of

equity and the book value of debt and deposits (prccq × cshoq + dlcq + dlttq

+ apq), across all firms with SIC codes 602, 603 and 671. We use an alternative

specification that also includes firms with SIC codes 620 and 621. The series is

deflated with the GDP deflator and then log-transformed.

• Market leverage, banks, the log of market assets minus the log of market equity.

A.2 Data included in the VAR

The shocks and the underlying variables are displayed in Figure 12. Table 1 presents

further summary statistics for the shocks.

Mean St.Dev. Autocorr.

Noise (stocks) 0.03 1.10 -0.01
Fund. (stocks) 0.04 1.22 -0.04
Noise (bonds) 0.00 1.01 0.02
Fund. (bonds) -0.02 1.00 -0.08

Table 1: Summary statistics
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Figure 12: The shocks and the variables used to identify them in the VAR

Noise (stocks) Fund. (stocks) Noise (bonds) Fund. (bonds)

Noise (stocks) 1.00 -0.11 0.41 -0.08
Fund. (stocks) -0.11 1.00 0.03 0.07

Table 2: Correlation of shocks
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B Identifying noise shocks

B.1 Economic environment

This section outlines a simplified version of the economic model developed in Forni et

al. (2017a). The model assumes that dividends dt are given by

dt = dt−1 + c(L)at−1 + h(L)vt, (B.1)

where at is a dividend shock, vt is a vector of other disturbances, and c(L) and h(L) are

lag polynomials. at is assumed to be a news shock that only affects dividends with a lag,

i.e. c(0) = 0. Agents only receive a noisy signal st about the true news shock at:

st = at + et, (B.2)

where et is the noise shock.

B.2 Information set of investors

The information set of the agents when determining stock prices is given by {∆dτ , sτ , vτ}τ≤t.

The relationship between the observable information and the structural shocks at, et, vt

is given by





∆dt

st

vt




 =






c(L) 0 h(L)

1 1 0

0 0 1











at

et

vt




 (B.3)

Importantly, it is not possible to recover the structural shocks from the information set

of the agents: due to the assumption that at is a news shock, c(0) = 0, which implies

that the matrix in equation B.3 is not invertible. The intuition is that, at being a news

shock that does not affect dividends contemporaneously, it is not part of the information

set of the agents.

B.3 An alternative information set: signal and surprise shocks

However, there is an alternative set of shocks, ut, st, vt, that can be recovered from the

information set of the agents, with






∆dt

st

vt




 =






c(L)/b(L) c(L)σ
2
a

σ2
s

h(L)

0 1 0

0 0 1











ut

st

vt




 . (B.4)
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ut is defined as ut = −σ2
a

σ2
s

b(L)et+
σ2
e

σ2
s

b(L)at. The matrix in equation B.4 is invertible. Thus,

it is possible to recover the shocks ut, st, vt from the residuals of the VAR. Moreover, the

shocks ut, st, vt are related to the shocks at, et, vt in the following way:






at

et

vt




 =







b(F ) σ2
a

σ2
s

0

−b(F ) σ2
e

σ2
s

0

0 0 1












ut

st

vt




 = B(L)−1






ut

st

vt




 . (B.5)

F is the forward operator. This equation states that the shocks at, et, vt can be recovered

using future shocks ut, st, vt. The intuition is that future information about dividend

growth reveals whether signal shocks were indeed news shocks or whether they were only

noise.

B.4 Estimating signal and surprise shocks from a VAR

Stock prices are assumed to respond to shocks in the following way:

pt = pt−1 +m(L)ut + d(L)st + n(L)vt. (B.6)

Finally, there is a set of additional variables yt such that

∆yt = N(L)vt + f(L)ut + g(L)st. (B.7)

Together, equations B.5, 5.1 and B.7 imply the following autoregressive system:






∆yt

∆dt

∆pt




 =






N(L) f(L) g(L)

n(L) a11(L) a12(L)

h(L) a21(L) a22(L)











vt

ut

st




 = A(L)






vt

ut

st




 . (B.8)

We impose that the shocks ut, st do not affect interest rates contemporaneously, i.e. that

f(0) = g(0) = 0.

To identify the shocks [ut, st, vt], we first estimate the system of equations B.8 using a

VAR model. The model is as follows:

∆Yt = Γ(L)εt, (B.9)

where Yt contains, in that order, the log of dividends, the log of the S&P 500, the 3 month

US treasury yield and the Moody’s Aaa bond yield. The S&P 500 is deflated with the

GDP deflator and logged. Dividends are logged, deflated and divided by population. To

estimate the model, we use quarterly data from 1960Q1 to 2020Q4. We use p = 4 lags,
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as recommended by the Akaike information criterion. With the crucial assumption that

dividends do not respond to contemporaneous dividend shocks, it is possible to recover

the shocks ût, ŝt, v̂t and the impulse response coefficients Â(L) from the reduced form

estimates.

B.5 Recovering the news and noise shocks from signal and sur-

prise shocks

With the information contained in the estimate Â(L) as well as the estimated shocks

ût, ŝt, v̂t, it is possible to recover the first B̂(L) and then the shocks ât, êt, v̂t. The crucial

assumption is that dividends respond in the same way to dividend shocks at as to signal

shocks st.

C Additional results

C.1 Noise shocks and bank leverage dynamics

Are these results driven by a balance sheet expansion of banks? And is this balance sheet

expansion driven by higher leverage or more equity financing of banks? Answering these

question is important for regulators: if banks finance credit expansions driven by noise

shocks with more debt, these credit expansions could pose substantial financial stability

risks. Thus, in this section, we investigate the effects of news and noise shocks on bank

leverage.

Figure 13 shows the effects of news and noise shocks on the book assets of private depos-

itory institutions (top panel), as well its to components, book equity (middle panel) and

their leverage (bottom panel). A news shock leads to a balance sheet expansion of private

depository institutions, which is initially driven by an increase in leverage and later by

an increase in equity. The intuition is that banks increase borrowing in response to the

positive news shock. Initially, they finance this balance sheet expansion by borrowing

themselves. After a while, they deleverage and use equity funding to finance additional

assets. This substitution is not one for one: assets decrease slightly, as banks use more

equity.

In contrast, noise shocks do not lead to asset expansions. Thus, the increase in loans

documented in Section 5.4 is driven by a reallocation from other lending activities toward

lending to non-financial firms. This implies that the asset side of banks’ balance sheet

becomes riskier following a noise shock. At the same time, firms reduce their equity, such

that the liability side of their balance sheet also becomes riskier.
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(a) Book assets (b) Book equity

(c) Book capital ratio (d) Market capital ratio

Figure 13: Impulse responses of bank balance sheets to news and noise shocks.

Figure 13 investigated the effects of news and noise shock on bank book leverage. There

is however still an active debate about which leverage measure is the most useful to

draw conclusions about bank behavior. Panel 13d therefore investigates the dynamics of

another leverage measure, market leverage. In response to both news and noise shocks,

there is on impact a fall in market leverage, as the market value of banks’ equity rises

more than the market value of its assets. As banks adjust their debt upward, market

leverage rises back to its initial level in response to a news shock, while it only partially

reverts to its previous level in response to a noise shock.

C.2 Robustness

Here, we conduct the following robustness checks. First, we consider an alternative

identification that uses dividends as a fundamental, as in Forni et al. (2017a). Second,

we consider an alternative identification that uses the BAA bond yield as expectation.

Third, we extend the sample to 1950Q1-2020Q4. Fourth, we cut off the sample before

the financial crisis in 2006Q4. Fifth, we include credit as a variable in the VAR used

to identify the shocks. Overall, our main result that credit increases permanently in

response to news shocks, while there is a credit boom-bust cycle in response to noise

shocks, is robust across specifications.
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(a) Baseline
(b) Dividends as fundamental

(c) BAA yield as expectation (d) 1950Q1-2020Q4

(e) 1960Q1-2006Q4 (f) Credit in VAR

Figure 14: Various robustness checks.

Note: All panels show the responses of credit to news and noise shocks, for various models.
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